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ABSTRACT

Differential microphone arrays (DMAs), a class of welldesigned small-size arrays combined with differential beamforming, are very useful for processing broadband acoustic, audio, and
speech signals in a wide range of applications. However, most efforts in the literature so far have been devoted to linear, circular, and
spherical arrays. In this paper, we consider rectangular shapes of
planar microphone arrays. Instead of adopting the traditional differential beamforming methods developed in the literature, we present a
differential beamforming method based on the so-called Kronecker
product. We first decompose the entire rectangular array into two
virtual rectangular sub-arrays so that the steering vector of the entire array is the Kronecker product of the steering vectors of the two
smaller virtual rectangular sub-arrays. We use the first virtual rectangular array, which is much smaller in size than the entire array but
well satisfies the basic requirements for differential beamforming,
to design a steerable differential beamformer. For the second virtual rectangular array, we can design either the delay-and-sum (DS)
beamformer, which helps to improve the robustness of the global
differential beamformer, or an adaptive beamformer, which makes
the global differential beamformer adaptive. This method has many
interesting properties, particularly the designed beamformer is fully
steerable, and its robustness and the array gain can be easily controlled.
Index Terms— Microphone arrays, Kronecker product, differential beamforming, adaptive beamforming.
1. INTRODUCTION
Microphone arrays have been intensively studied and many beamforming methods have been developed over the last few decades [1,2,
4, 23], such as the delay-and-sum (DS) beamformer, adaptive beamformers [5–7], the superdirective beamformer [8–10], and the differential beamformers [11–15]. Among those, the differential beamformers [the resulting microphone arrays are called differential microphone arrays (DMAs)] have the potential to achieve high directivity and almost frequency-invariant beampatterns; so, they have been
used in a wide range of acoustic applications to process broadband
acoustic, audio, and speech signals [11, 13]. As a result, the design of differential beamforming algorithms and the associated microphone arrays have attracted intensive attention over the last two
decades [16–18].
Most efforts on differential beamforming in the literature so far
have been devoted to linear, circular, and spherical array geometries.
In this paper, we consider differential beamforming with rectangular
shapes of planar microphone arrays. This type of DMAs can be
used in many flat panel devices. One way to achieve differential
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beamforming with such arrays is based on the method developed
in [19], which solves a linear system derived from the Jacobi-Anger
expansion. Such an approach uses all the microphones of the array in
one step to form the differential beamforming filter. However, if the
number of sensors is large, this method lacks flexibility in controlling
the array spatial gain and its robustness. The resulting array response
may become more and more frequency dependent as the number of
sensors increases.
Recently, the so-called Kronecker product beamformer has been
developed, which decomposes the global array into sub-arrays, and
optimizes each sub-array individually [2, 20]. The Kronecker beamformer not only offers flexibility to control the array performance
and compromises among different performance metrics, but also
makes it possible to flexibly combine different kinds of beamformers, such as fixed and adaptive beamformers. However, the existing work on Kronecker product beamforming does not consider the
steering flexibility, which is also very important in practice. So, this
paper extends the work in [2] to design flexible and robust steerable
differential beamformers with rectangular arrays. We focus on designing steerable differential beamformers with rectangular arrays,
so the two virtual arrays should also be planar arrays to ensure steering capabilities.
We decompose the entire rectangular array into two virtual rectangular sub-arrays, so that the steering vector of the entire array is
the Kronecker product of the steering vectors of the two smaller virtual rectangular sub-arrays. We then use the first virtual rectangular
array, which is small in size and can well satisfy the basic requirements for DMAs, to design a steerable differential beamformer. The
second virtual rectangular array is subsequently used to design other
beamformers to help better control the beamforming performance of
the global array. In this way, the global beamforming filter is designed by optimizing the two sub-beamformers in a cascaded manner.
2. SIGNAL MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
We consider a two-dimensional rectangular array consisting of M
omnidirectional microphones, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Assume
that the center of the array coincides with the origin of the twodimensional Cartesian coordinate system and the azimuthal angles
are measured anti-clockwise from the x axis, the coordinates of the
microphones can be written as
rm = rm [cos ψm sin ψm ]T ,

(1)

with m = 1, 2, . . . , M , where the superscript T is the transpose
operator, rm is the distance from the mth microphone to the origin point, and ψm is the angular position of the mth array element.
Assume that a plane wave in the farfield propagates in an anechoic
acoustic environment at the speed of sound, i.e., c = 340 m/s, and
impinges on the array from azimuthal angle θ. In this scenario, the

3. KRONECKER PRODUCT BEAMFORMER
We decompose the steering vector in (2) as a Kronecker product of
two steering vectors of smaller virtual rectangular arrays as
dθ = d1,θ ⊗ d2,θ ,

(7)

where
iT
h
d1,θ = e$1,1 (θ) e$1,2 (θ) · · · e$1,M1 (θ) ,
iT
h
d2,θ = e$2,1 (θ) e$2,2 (θ) · · · e$2,M2 (θ)

Fig. 1. Illustration of the decomposition of a uniform rectangular
array with M = 6 × 4 microphones and an interelement spacing
of δ into two virtual uniform rectangular arrays, where the first virtual uniform rectangular array consists of M1 = 3 × 2 microphones
with an interelement spacing of 2δ, and the second virtual uniform
rectangular array consists of M2 = 2 × 2 microphones with an interelement spacing of δ.
steering vector of length M is defined as
iT
h
4
dθ (ω) = e$1 (θ) e$2 (θ) · · · e$M (θ) ,

= dθs (ω) X (ω) + v (ω) ,

(3)

where dθs (ω) is the signal propagation vector, which is equal to
dθ (ω) at θ = θs , and v (ω) is the noise signal vector of length M ,
which is defined in a similar way to y (ω).
Beamforming is the process of recovering the acoustic signal of
interest that is corrupted by spatial acoustic noise through a spatial
filter of length M . It is mathematically written as [8]
H

Z (ω) = h (ω) y (ω) ,
where Z (ω) is an estimate of X (ω), the superscript
conjugate-transpose operator, and
T

h (ω) = H1 (ω) H2 (ω) · · · HM (ω) ,

(4)
H

with Hm (ω), m = 1, 2, . . . , M , being the complex weight at the
mth microphone.
Without loss of generality, it is expected that the source signal
of interest can pass through the beamformer without being changed
(or distorted). So, the distortionless constraint in the look direction
is desired, i.e.,
hH (ω) dθs (ω) = 1.

h = h1 ⊗ h2 ,

(6)

Generally, the optimal beamforming filter is obtained by using
all the microphones of the array under some criterion. Alternatively,
this paper follows the idea of Kronecker beamforming in [2] to design flexible and robust steerable differential beamformers. To simplify the notation, we drop the dependence on the angular frequency,
ω, in the rest of this paper.

(10)

where h1 and h2 are spatial filters of lengths M1 and M2 , respectively, corresponding to the two virtual arrays.
The global beamformer’s output can then be written as
Z = (h1 ⊗ h2 )H y
= (h1 ⊗ h2 )H (d1,θs ⊗ d2,θs ) X + (h1 ⊗ h2 )H v



H
(11)
hH
= hH
2 d2,θs X + (h1 ⊗ h2 ) v.
1 d1,θs
To satisfy the
constraint as given in (6), we im
 distortionless
hH
pose hH
2 d2,θs = 1. To simplify the developments, we
1 d1,θs
choose
H
hH
1 d1,θs = h2 d2,θs = 1.

(12)

The beampattern, which describes the sensitivity of the beamformer to a plane wave impinging on the array from the direction θ,
is defined as

is the
(5)

(9)

are the steering vectors of the two virtual arrays, with $1,m (θ) =
(ωr1,m /c) cos (θ − ψ1,m ), m = 1, 2, . . . , M1 , and $2,m (θ) =
(ωr2,m /c) cos (θ − ψ2,m ), m = 1, 2, . . . , M2 .
This paper focuses on designing steerable differential beamformers with rectangular arrays, so the two virtual arrays should also
be planar arrays to ensure the steering capabilities. Generally, to
make a beamformer fully steerable, i.e., achieving consistent beampatterns over different look directions, it is better to make the array
structure symmetric with respect to the reference point. Clearly, how
to choose the reference point is an important issue. A rule of thumb
is to choose the center (or a point close to the center) of the two
virtual arrays under the precondition of the Kronecker product and
make both virtual arrays symmetric about the reference point.
We also write the beamforming filter, h, corresponding to the
global rectangular array as a Kronecker product of two filters:

(2)

where  is the imaginary unit with 2 = −1, $m (θ) =
(ωrm /c) cos (θ − ψm ), m = 1, 2, . . . , M , ω = 2πf is the angular
frequency, and f > 0 is the temporal frequency.
The noisy observation vector of the rectangular sensor array of
length M can be written as

T
y (ω) = Y1 (ω) Y2 (ω) · · · YM (ω)

(8)

4

Bθ (h) = hH dθ .

(13)

It follows immediately that
Bθ (h) = (h1 ⊗ h2 )H (d1,θ ⊗ d2,θ )



= hH
hH
1 d1,θ
2 d2,θ
= B1,θ (h1 ) B2,θ (h2 ) ,

(14)

where B1,θ (h1 ) and B2,θ (h2 ) are the beampatterns corresponding
to the first and second virtual arrays, respectively. As seen, the global
beampattern, B (h), is a product of beampatterns of the two virtual
arrays.
With the Kronecker product decomposition, the white noise gain
(WNG) of the global beamformer, which is the signal-to-noise-ratio
(SNR) gain in spatially white noise, can be written as
W (h) =

hH dθs
hH h

2

= W1 (h1 ) W2 (h2 ) ,

(15)

where W1 (h1 ) and W2 (h2 ) denote, respectively, the WNGs of the
first and second virtual arrays. In other words, the WNG of the
global beamformer is the product of the WNGs of the two virtual
arrays.
The directivity factor (DF) of the global beamformer, which is
the array SNR gain in diffuse noise [23], is written as
2

H

h dθs
,
(16)
hH Γh
where the elements of the fixed diffuse noise matrix Γ are given
in [2]. If we denote by D1 (h1 ) and D2 (h2 ) the DFs of, respectively,
the first and second virtual arrays, one can check that
D (h) =

D (h) 6= D1 (h1 ) D2 (h2 ) .

(17)

Let us use the first virtual array to design the basic DMA beamformer. Generally, an N th-order symmetric DMA directivity pattern
with its main beam pointing to the direction θs is given by [14]
Bθ−θs (b2N ) =

It is seen from (24) that steering of the proposed beamformer corresponds to a simple multiplication of its coefficients by Υ∗θs , and it
can be steered to any direction in the sensor plane.
The DMA beamformer may suffer from white noise amplification, which is particularly serious at low frequencies. To improve its
WNG, we use the second virtual array to design a beamformer with
maximum WNG, which happens to be the DS beamformer, i.e.,
h2,DS =

1
d2,θs .
M2

(25)

The corresponding WNG, which is the maximum WNG that the second virtual array can possibly obtain, is

4. DESIGN OF STEERABLE BEAMFORMERS

N
X

is a (2N + 1) × M1 matrix. The minimum-norm solution of (22)
gives the DMA beamforming filter of the first virtual array:

−1
h1,DMA = ΨH
Ψ1 ΨH
Υ∗θs b2N .
(24)
1
1

b2N,n en(θ−θs )

W2 (h2 ) = M2 .

(26)

The robust steerable global DMA beamformer is subsequently obtained as
hRDMA = h1,DMA ⊗ h2,DS

(27)

n=−N

= (Υθs b2N )T pθ ,

(18)

and the corresponding WNG is
W (h) = W1 (h1 ) W2 (h2 ) = M2 W1 (h1 ) .

where




Υθs = diag eN θs , . . . , 1, . . . , e−N θs ,

T
b2N = b2N,−N · · · b2N,0 · · · b2N,N
,

 −N θ
T
.
pθ = e
· · · 1 · · · eN θ
Now, we need to find a proper beamforming filter, h1 , so that
the resulting beampattern, i.e., B1,θ (h1 ) = hH
1 d1,θ , is as close as
possible to Bθ−θs .
Using the Jacobi-Anger expansion, we get
ωrm
∞
 ωr 
X

cos (θ − ψm )
m
e c
=
en(θ−ψm ) , (19)
n Jn
c
n=−∞

This means that the WNG of the DMA beamformer has been improved by 10 log M2 dB.
With the Kronecker product approach, we can also design adaptive DMA beamformers in a more flexible way. For instance, we can
use the second virtual array to design a minimum variance distortionless response (MVDR) beamformer [21]:
h2,MVDR =

Φ−1
v2 d2,θs
H
d2,θs Φ−1
v2 d2,θs

,

hADMA = h1,DMA ⊗ h2,MVDR .

N
X

5. SIMULATIONS

enθ n ψ T1,n h∗1 ,

where

(21)

is a vector of length M1 . Forcing B1,θ,N (h1 ) to be equal to Bθ−θs ,
we have the following relation:
Ψ1 h1 = Υ∗θs b2N ,

(22)

where





Ψ1 = 




(−)−N ψ H
1,−N
..
.
ψH
1,0
..
.
N
(−) ψ H
1,N











(30)

(20)

n=−N

h
ψ 1,n = Jn (ωr1,1 /c) e−nψ1,1 Jn (ωr1,2 /c) e−nψ1,2
iT
· · · Jn (ωr1,M1 /c) e−nψ1,M1

(29)


where Φv = E v2 v2H is the correlation matrix of v2 , which is
the noise signal vector of length M2 . The adaptive steerable global
DMA beamformer is obtained as

where Jn (x) is the nth-order Bessel function of the first kind. Substituting (19) into B1,θ (h1 ) and limiting the Jacobi-Anger series to
the order N , we obtain
B1,θ,N (h1 ) =

(28)

(23)

In this section, we show an example on how to use the proposed
Kronecker product differential beamforming method to design robust steerable DMA beamformers.
We consider a uniform rectangular microphone array (uniform
means that both the interelement spacing along the x and y axes are
the same) as illustrated in Fig. 1, consisting of 4 × 6 = 24 microphones, with an interelement spacing of 1 cm both along the x and
y axes. We decompose it into two virtual rectangular arrays, the first
virtual rectangular array consists of 2 × 2 = 4 microphones, with
an interelement spacing of 1 cm, and the second virtual rectangular array consists of 2 × 3 = 6 microphones, with an interelement
spacing of 3 cm. For the first virtual rectangular array, we design
the first-order hypercardioid according to (24), where b2N is given
by [13]

T
b2N = 1/3 1/3 1/3
.
For the second virtual rectangular array, we design the DS beamformer. For both virtual rectangular arrays, the desired direction is
chosen as θs = 30◦ (arbitrarily selected).
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Fig. 2. Beampatterns of the two virtual sub-arrays and global rectangular array designed with the Kronecker product differential beamformer: (a) first sub-array, (b) second sub-array, and (c) global rectangular array. Conditions: M = 24, M1 = 4, M2 = 6, δ = 1cm,
f = 1000 Hz, and θs = 30◦ . For the first rectangular array, we designed the DMA beamformer and for the second rectangular array,
we designed the DS beamformer.
Figure 2 plots the beampatterns of the two virtual rectangular arrays as well as that of the global rectangular array at f = 1000 Hz,
where red arrows point to the look direction. It is clearly seen that
all the designed beampatterns’ main beams point to the desired direction. The global beampattern is the product of the two virtual
rectangular arrays’ beampatterns. So, it can be steered to any direction, just as the beampatterns of the two virtual arrays.
Figure 3 plots the DFs and the WNGs of the two virtual and
global rectangular arrays, all as a function of frequency. As seen,
both the WNG and the DF of the global DMA are higher than those
of the first virtual array. Comparing the WNG of the DMA filter
of the first virtual array and that of the global one, we can observe
that the WNG improvement is approximately 10 log10 M2 = 7.7 dB
over the entire frequency range, which is consistent with the theoretical analysis in (15). Due to limited space, we do not present here
the results for the adaptive steerable DMA beamformer, but the observations are the same as with the previous simulation. As a matter
of fact, the two previous simulations can be viewed as a particular
case of (30).
6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper presented a method to design robust and steerable differential beamformers with rectangular arrays. Instead of designing the
beamforming filter directly with the entire rectangular array, we decompose the array into two virtual rectangular sub-arrays so that the
steering vector of the entire rectangular array is a Kronecker product
of the steering vectors of the two smaller virtual rectangular subarrays. We use the first virtual rectangular array, which is small in
size and can well satisfy the basic requirements for DMA beamforming, to design steerable differential beamformers, and use the second
virtual sub-array to design other beamformers to help control the performance of the global beamformer. The developed method is rather
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Fig. 3. DFs and WNGs of the two virtual rectangular arrays and
global rectangular array designed with the Kronecker product differential beamformer: (a) DFs and (b) WNGs. Conditions: M = 24,
M1 = 4, M2 = 6, δ = 1cm, and θs = 30◦ . For the first rectangular array, we designed the DMA beamformer and for the second
rectangular array, we designed the DS beamformer.
flexible and can be useful to design robust and steerable differential
beamformers for practical applications.

7. RELATION TO PRIOR WORK
Differential beamformers have a wide range of applications. A large
number of methods have been developed for the design of differential beamformers in the literature [11–16, 22–27]. Among those, the
recently developed approach base on the use of the Kronecker product is of great interest since it has the flexibility in combining different kinds of differential beamformers for better performance or better tradeoff [2, 20]. The fundamentals of Kronecker product beamforming were discussed in [2, 20], where principles were presented
on how to decompose the original microphone array into two subarrays and how to design two sub-beamformers, each corresponding
to a sub-array, so that the global beampattern is the product of the
beampatterns of the two sub-beamformers. One important issue left
not discussed in [2, 20] is about steering ability, which is important
for practical applications. So, this paper attempts to address the issue of steering in Kronecker product differential beamforming and
we extend the work in [2, 20] to the design of robust and steerable
Kronecker product differential beamformers.
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